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The Strange Ocurrence

Hello, my name is Proper Noun Proper Noun and I'm going to tell you about the Adjective - 

Ends in EST occurrence I ever had in my whole life. So here's how it all started, everyday an Adjective

Proper Noun Proper Noun cat Verb - Past Tense and Verb - Past Tense on my door step. I

Adverb never let the cat in my house because my Proper Noun Proper Noun

Proper Noun Verb - Present ends in S at it and tries to come out of its cage. As I went to open the door a

slight bit, the small Noun squeezed through and dashed away. I didn't get enough seconds to yell, "Hey,

come back!" before he was out of my sight but it was too late, I heard breaking and tearing sounds I couldn't bear

to look. I Adverb ran in my house to find all my furniture destroyed with the cat and my dog pouting

Preposition the cotton from the sofa. Still to this day, I haven't forgiven my Noun or that

Noun plus l haven't figured out how my dog got out of its cage by itself.

Some people say I'm crazy for taking my Noun to a therapist after the incident whereas I say it is

necessary since he's more polite. I otherwise don't know what happened to the Noun however, when I

get my hands on that cat, I'll make it pay. A few months after the incident I noticed giant-sized hairballs and fur

all over my front yard every day when returning from work. I also have seen the sky get gloomier like two

universes



are mixing. My dog has been quiet lately too, even around Noun - Plural when we go for Verb - 

Present ends in S in the park. Like yesterday I said, " Conjunction ," when I saw my dog give a roll of yarn

to a Noun !!!!

Today, I scheduled another appointment with my Noun - Plural therapist, Proper Noun .

Proper Noun and if this doesn't work, I'm sending him to animal control. I really don't want to do but he's

Verb - Present ends in ING my bubble with this whole Adjective things going on. An hour later, we

returned from the therapist and he was Adverb fine the only problem was, he was trying to let me know

something and couldn't show it. Except once we got home; there was an army of cats on our front door step

called tribal that came up with a law in the world of pets that dogs and cats can't have a baby together. Finally I

figured it out my dog just wanted me to stand up and show no harm would be caused Preposition my

supervision and how I'd make it work out. Subsequently the cat tribal agreed to let us go, I say to myself "

Conjunction ?" however on the Preposition somehow I was smiling till the cows came home

shouting, " Conjunction !" It was mostly because I didn't have to give my dog to animal control since there

wasn't anything wrong with him. So after all this, I finally forgave him with one of our made-up handshakes and

that's my Adjective - Ends in EST occurrence.
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